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Editorial

Perhaps a headache to the
Narendra Modi led NDA
government, but for the opposition
Congress it’s another hard tool to
hit a slashing blow as a preparation
for the upcoming 2019
Parliamentary election.

Yes, it is the Rafale deal. In
Manipur too leaders of Manipur
Pradesh Congress Committee, led
by CLP leader Okram Ibobi, CWC
member Gaikhangam and MPCC
president TN Haokip along with its
squad took the street on Tuesday
joining the mother party in
denouncing the alleged misleading
Supreme Court by the Modi led
NDA government in the Rafale deal
case.

It is time that we understand
what is all about Rafale deal?

The story starts on August 28,
2017, when the then Defence
Ministry accepted proposals for
126 MMRCA fighter Jets. MMRC
means Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft Fighter jets.

Various companies submitted
their bids for buying the fighter jets.

In May 2011, two aircraft were
shortlisted - Euro Fighter and Rafale
aircraft. Negotiation started in
January 2012 , with Dassault
Aviation for Rafale aircrafts.
Negotiation started o January 2012,
with Dassault Aviation for Rafale
Aircrafts as their bid amount was
very least.

The deal was to purchase 126
fighter jets. Of which 18 fighter jets
were supposed to be “Off the
Shelf”. That is they were supposed
to be manufactured in France. And
they would have been ready to fly
as soon as we got them. And the
remaining 108 gighter jets were
supposed to be manufactured in
India by the Hundustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
Dassault Aviation , The French
company, was to transfer its
technology to HAL. In which the
company shares the information on
how the fighter jets could be
manufacture in India. Using this
technology, HAL would have
manufactured the remaining 108
jets. Transfer of Technology was
an important aspect in the deal
because, if in the future the relation
between India and Franch take a
bad turn or if Dassault Aviation
could not manufacture aircraft,
even then we could have made the
aircraft ourselves in India, which
would have been similar to the
Rafale Aircraft.

In March 2014, Dassault
Aviation and HAL signed a “Work
Share Agreement” which stated
that 70% of the work to
manufacture the 108 aircraft in
India, was to be undertaken by HAL
and the rest 30% by the Dassualt
Aviation.

The Negotiation took a long
time as the two companies could
not agree on several points.

During this time our
Government Changed and the
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negotiation were
not finalized.

Finally on March 25,
Dassault’s CEO Eric Trappier
said that the paper work was
95% completed.

He said, “You can imagine my
satisfaction to hear from the HAL
Chairman that we are in agreement
for the responsibility sharing …”.
He said that the deal will be signed
soon enough.

The New Rafale deal (2015)
On April 8, 2015, the Foreign

Secretary of India said that
negotiation among Indian
Governemnt, HAL and Dassault’s
are still not over. After 2 days Prime
Minister Narendra Modi went to
France and suddenly on April 10,
2015 a joint statement was issued
by the Indian and French
Governments that a new deal will
be stuck. As per the new deal , 36
Rafale Aircraft were to be
purchased by the Indian
Government of which in Fly – Away
off the Shelf condition.

The opposition questioned this
move as PM Modi finalized this deal
without the approval of cabinet
committee on Security. What
happen to the old deal  Which
included 108 aircraft to be
manufactured in India by HAL was
what has been put up.

On April 13, 2015, then Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar said
that, “ PM Modi took the decision
and I back it up.”

After this , on 23rd September
2016, an Inter-Government
agreement was finalized and
signed. What’s interesting is that
only a few a days before PM Modi’s
France visit on 25th March and 28
March, 2015, 2 new companies were
founded,  - Reliance Defence Ltd.
and Adani Defence Systems and
Technologies Ltd.

It’s also interesting that under
the new deal, India and France
issued a joint statement on April 10,
in which its was stated that ‘the
aircraft and associated systems and
weapons would be delivered under
the same configurations as has
been tested and approved by the
Indian Air Force. That means the
aircraft of the new deal were to be
of the same configuration as under
the previous deal.

This is the logical interpretation
of the joint statement.

Before moving ahead , its better
understand ‘what is an Offset
Clause?”

If someone agree to purchase a
pen from for Rs. 100, then the pen
will be given on the condition that
Rs. 100 be paid back. But if an
agreement is reached that of the Rs.
100,  Rs. 50 will be invested in buyer
company, that is an ‘Offset Clause’
in the contract.

That means Offset Clause is a
requirement under which the

supplier is
bound to spend part of the money
in a specific place decided by the
buyer and supplier. In the new Rafale
deal there is an offset clause for 50%
of the value. The deal is worth Rs.
60, 000 crores, which means India
will buy fighter jets from Dassault
for Rs. 60,000 crores. Out of it
Dassault has to invest 50% of it ,
Rs. 30,000 crore , in India.
Technically it should be up to
decision in which Indian companies
it wants to invest.

On October 3, 2016, Anil
Ambani’s Reliance group started a
joint venture with Dassault Aviation.
Dassualt reliance Aerospace ltd. On
21st June , a report in the Hindu
Business Line stated that of the Rs.
30,000 crore offset money, Dassault
is planning to invest rs. 21, 000 in
the joint venture. This is the reason
why the opposition, congress and
Rahul Gandhi repeatedly question
this deal and accuse the government
of favoritism towards Anil Ambani’s
Reliance Defence Ltd.

On September 21, 2018, the
controversy blew up when the ex-
Franch President Francis Hollande,
who was the President from 2012 to
2017.  He said that the Modi
Government chose Anil Ambani as
the Offset Partner and the Franch
Government had no choice in it.

Dassault responded to it, saying
that it chose of its own accord. The
present Franch government says
that they have nothing to do with
the deal as it was finalized by
Dassault and reliance.

On September 13 , 2018 , defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharam said that
the government had not given any
suggestion to Dassualt and they
chose Reliance on their own.

October 21, 2019, Dassault’s CEO
said that only 10% of the Offset
obligations is supposed to go to
reliance. The rest of the Offset
money will be invested in more than
100 companies, This directly
contradicts the report of the Hindu
Business line and reports of other
journalists who said that Rs. 21,000
crore is to be paid to reliance.

But for now, Dassalt has
confirmed that a minimum
investment of Rs. 800 crore will be
put into the joint venture with
Reliance.

Pricing of Rafale Jets
The next controversy about the

Rafale deal is about its cost.
Congress spokesperson says that
the cost of the old deal was Rs.
54,000 crore. The average cost of

each plane
was somewhere between Rs. 520-
570 croe. Rahul Gandhi and
Congress Spokesperson claim the
cost was Rs. 526 crore per plane to
be exact.

On April 13, 2015, the then
Defence Minister , Manohar
Parrikar said that the cost of 126
Rafale aircraft would be Rs. 90,000
crores. It includes the cost of
Technology Transfer,
manufacturing infrastructure and
even the cost of the additional parts
that were to be including in the
aircraft. This took up the average
cost upto Rs. 714 crore per plane.

Moving to the new deal. The
cost for the new deal will be Rs.
59,000 crore for 36 jet fighters. That
is Rs. 1638 crore per plane. This
creats all the controversies.
Congress asks how did the cost per
plane jump up to Rs. 1638 crore from
Rs. 526 crore ? Almost three times
the original amount. Even if
Manohar Parrikar’s calculation of
the cost per plane is considered, Rs.
1638 crore is still a much larger price
than Rs. 714 crore . what is the
reason for it.

On 18th Novemebr , 2018, the
Junior Minister of Defenace said in
the parliament, that as per the new
Rafale deal the cost per plane is Rs.
670 crore, but it increase to Rs. 1638
crore because, they include the cost
of other items such as weapons,
maintenance and spare parts.

Government of India tells that the
total cost of the deal and the basic
cost per plane. Other than these, the
government does not disclose the
details of specific expenditure on
weapons, maintenance and spare
parts.

The Defence Minister and the
Government cited national security
as the reason for not revealing the
details. An important thing that
needs to be understood is, out of
the 126 aircraft of the old deal, 108
were supposed to be manufactured
in India, which could have brought
down the cost of production.

So we should actually compare
the price of the ‘Off the Shelf’
planes – 18 from the old deal verses
36 from the new. That would be fair.

But NDA government is not
revealing the cost of the 18 planes
even under the old deal.

Comparing  the cost with the
Rafale deals of other countries, like
Egypt and Qatar which also brought
Rafale aircraft cannot be done
accurately, as there is no specific
details of the contracts made by
those countries. On the other hand
, France reveals the price of the
rafale aircraft periodically. In 2013-
14, France revealed the price of all
the models.

The price of the Rafale in that
catalogue was between Rs. 500 –
600 crore per aircraft. If we compare
with that, the price under the current
deal is still way too much.

Speculations and comparisons
will continue till as there is no actual
details of the cost. But will it be
forever undisclosed due to national
security?

Supreme court judgement:
Four separate PILs were filed in

the Supreme Court, demanding an
investigation into the Rafale deal.

On September 5, 2018, SC started
hearing the hearing of the case. It
asked thye Central Government to
share, with the court, the details of
the Rafale deal in a closed envelope.

Why the uproar against
Manipur media?

Finally the wind seems to be settled. When it comes

about the sanctity of journalism profession none get away,

all comes together to protect it. Saying so it is better that

we in the media community needs to dissects what went

wrong, what prompted us to sit together to discuss issues

which seems to malign our image. Well some of the recap

with views from the ousiders.

Yesterday , a leading newspaper of Imphal, in its

editorial lamented that some mainstream media houses

are facing “extremely unsavoury comments and

observations” in the social media. The article questions

“why target the media.”

From the part of the outsider, who wish to see Manipur’s

media expecting more for the people- the  All Manipur

Working Journalist Union, which is an apex media body,

has done some unholy things in the matter. As per his

opinion - the answers, for the uproar will be found in the

things the journalists’ body has donee till now. Three things

needed to mention -

First, AMWJU in a statement released on the 3rd of

December states “it doesn’t stand with any criminal-minded

and mentally unsound person who acts and talks in the most

uncivilised manner in an inebriated condition.” AMWJU has

no authority to claim that a person is either criminal-minded

or mentally unsound. These words prejudice Wangkhemcha

in the public domain. Again, we must understand that being

a criminal and being mentally unsound do not go hand in

hand.

Second, AMWJU’s president wrote a letter to  Indian

Journalist Union (IJU). It surfaced on the 21st of December

in various media outlets. It writes that Wangkhemcha’s

detention under NSA is a “non-issue.” It adds that “nobody

wants to waste time talking about it, leave alone lifting a

finger for him except a few people of his like…”

Furthermore, it is only “one or two self-isolated [editors]

from the mainstream” who are interested in creating a

“media hype” in the matter. However, most of the

mainstream media houses in Manipur are not in favour of

“creating a media hype” and “the issues of NSA detention

must be fought legally.” The letter accepts that there is a

conscious toning down of the matter in Manipur’s

mainstream media. His letter to IJU agrees with the general

allegation circulating in the social media that nobody is

talking about Wangkemcha’s NSA case. He exposes his

politics when he overtly considers the use of draconian NSA

a “non-issue,” especially when there is a general outcry

against such draconian acts. Furthermore, in a press

release on the 22nd of December, AMWJU’s standing

committee declares that it collectively stands behind the

content of his letter to IJU. Even if AMWJU’s leadership

considers it a “non-issue,” Indian Journalist Union, Press

Council of India and all rational souls must find it as a

massive issue given the history of Wangkhemcha’s case

and the seriousness of the charges, first sedition and now

NSA.

Third, AMWJU’s standing committee in the 22nd of

December statement informed that it fully supports the

content of its letter to IJU. So, AMWJU’s standing committee

calls the matter a “non-issue.” However, it also condemns

the preventive detention of Wangkhemcha under NSA in the

same press release. For AMWJU’s standing committee, it

seems the matter is both condemnable and at the same times

a “non-issue.” The press release again states that individuals

who are mocking AMWJU in social media platforms in

Wangkhemcha’s matter should come to its office within three

days. Otherwise, it will take legal action against those

individuals. It is unheard that a body of journalists is calling

people to its office for mocking it. Furthermore, what sort

of legal action could be taken for mocking AMWJU, for

calling it shameless, wasted or jockers? Is it going to be

more draconian acts? Is it going to be defamation suits

which people in power usually file against journalists in

Manipur?  It should be a matter of public debate.

These are probably reasons behind the general uproar

against the mainstream media. On the 25th of December,

AMWJU held a special general body meeting to rectify its

position on the arrest of Wangkhemcha and the content of

the letter its president has sent to IJU. It has now vehemently

condemned the detention of Wangkhemcha under NSA. One

must appreciate this development in Wangkhemcha’s case.

Better late than never. However, it must be remembered

that things might have been different for Wangkhemcha if

AMWJU had taken this stand immediately after that arrest

of Wangkhemcha under sedition laws. It would have saved

all of us a public heartache.
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